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Abstract. Learning from imbalanced datasets is a challenging task
for standard classification algorithms. In general, there are two main
approaches to solve the problem of imbalanced data: algorithm-level and
data-level solutions. This paper deals with the second approach. In par-
ticular, this paper shows a new proposition for calculating the weighted
score function to use in the integration phase of the multiple classifi-
cation system. The presented research includes experimental evaluation
over multiple, open-source, highly imbalanced datasets, presenting the
results of comparing the proposed algorithm with three other approaches
in the context of six performance measures. Comprehensive experimental
results show that the proposed algorithm has better performance mea-
sures than the other ensemble methods for highly imbalanced datasets.
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1 Introduction

The goal of the supervised classification is to build a mathematical model of a
real-life problem using a labeled dataset. This mathematical model is used to
assign the class label to each new recognized object, which, in general, does not
belong to the training set. The individual classification model is called a base
classifier. Ensemble methods are a vastly used approach to improve the possi-
bilities of base classifiers by building a more stable and accurate ensemble of
classifiers (EoC ) [23,28]. In general, the procedure for building EoC consists
of three steps: generation, selection, and integration [18]. An imbalanced data
problem occurs when the prior probability of classes in a given dataset is very
diverse. There are many real-life problems in which we deal with imbalanced
data [11,25], e.g., network intrusion detection [2,14], source code fault detec-
tion [8], or in general fraud detection [1].

There exist two main approaches to solve the problem of imbalanced data:
a data-level [9,26] and an algorithm-level solution [29]. EoC is one of the
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approaches to solve the imbalanced data classification problem which improve
classification measure compared to single models and is highly competitive and
robust to imbalanced data [10,13,16]. The use of not only voting in the EoC
integration phase is one of the directions to solve a problem with imbalanced
data [15]. Therefore, this article concerns about calculating the weighted scoring
function to be applied in the weighted voting process.

In the process of EoC generation, we use the K-Means clustering algorithm
[5] for each class label separately. The base linear classifier – Support Vector
Machine [7] – is trained on cluster combination. The weighted scoring function
takes into account the distance of a classified object from the decision boundary
and cluster centroids used to learn the proper base classifier. Regardless of the
number of learning objects in a given cluster, the cluster centroid is always deter-
mined. The proposed method for determining the scoring function is, therefore,
insensitive to the number of objects defining the cluster. As shown in the article,
the proposed approach is useful for imbalanced data.

The main objectives of this work are summarized as follows:

– A proposal of a new weighted scoring function that uses the location of the
cluster centroids and distance to the decision boundary.

– The proposition of an algorithm that uses clustering and the proposed
function.

– A new experimental setup to compare the proposed method with other algo-
rithms on highly imbalanced datasets.

The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the base concept of
EoC and presents the proposed algorithm. In Sect. 3, the experiments that were
carried out are presented, while results and the discussion appear in Sect. 4.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Sect. 5.

2 Clustering and Weighted Scoring

2.1 Basic Notation

From a probabilistic point of view the recognition algorithm Ψ maps the feature
space X ⊆ Rd to the set of class labels Ω = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωC} according to the
general formula:

Ψ : X → Ω. (1)

For the feature vector x ∈ X , that represents the recognized object the Eq. (1)
can be expressed as:

Ψ(x) = ωc. (2)

Let us assume that L different base classifiers Ψ1, Ψ2, . . . , ΨL, are employed
to solve the classification task. This set of classifiers defines EoC. One of the
most popular methods to integrate outputs of the base classifiers set L is the
majority vote rule. In this method, each base model has the same impact on the
final decision of EoC. This method allows counting base classifiers outputs as
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a vote for a class and assigns the input pattern to the class with the greatest
count of votes. It is defined as follows:

ΨMV (x) = arg max
ωc

L∑

k=1

I(Ψk(x) = ωc), (3)

where I(·) is the indicator function.
In the weighted majority voting rule, the integration phase includes proba-

bility estimators or other factors of base models to the final decision of EoC [19],
like in Eq. 4:

ΨMV (x) = arg max
ωc

L∑

k=1

wkI(Ψk(x) = ωc), (4)

where wk is the weight assigned to the classifier Ψk.
Over the last years, the issue of calculating the weights in the voting rule has

been considered many times. The article [30] presents an approach in which the
weights are combining with local confidence. The classifier trained on a subset of
training data should be limited to the area it spans in an impact on the resulting
classifier. The problem of generalization of majority voting was studied in [12].
The authors are using a probability estimate calculated as percentage of properly
classified validation objects over geometric constraints. Separately, regions that
are functionally independent are considered. A significant improvement in the
classification quality was observed when using the proposed algorithm, although
knowledge of the domain is needed to provide a proper division. The authors are
using a retinal image and classify over anatomic regions.

The weights of the base classifier are also considered in the context of the
interval-valued fuzzy sets [6]. The upper weight of base the classifier refers to
the situation in which the definite base classifier was correct, while the other
classifiers proved the correct prediction. The lower weight describes the situation
in which the definite base classifier made errors, while the other classifiers didn’t
make any errors.

In the paper [22] weights are determined for each label separately over the
entire validation dataset. This can lead to the improvement of the performance
of the resulting integrated classifier.

The following article is a proposition of an algorithm assigning weights not
to base classifiers, but recognized objects. The weight for each object depends on
its location in the feature space. Therefore, the weight of an object is determined
by the score function calculated in the geometric space.

2.2 Proposed Method

We propose that the score function of the object x depends on its position in the
geometric space. In particular, the distance from the decision boundary of the
base classifier Ψl from EoC and the cluster centroids used to learn this classifier
are used to calculated the unweighted score function:
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sfl(x) = ‖ψl(x)‖ +
C∑

c=1

dc, (5)

where dc is the distance from x to cluster centroid in Manhattan metric. This
metric was chosen because of the lowest calculation cost among all the consid-
ered alternatives. The calculation of the distance occurs between the centroids
of all clusters and all tested patterns, so the computational complexity of the
prediction procedure is very much dependent on the chosen metric, which is the
reason for minimizing its impact.

We propose the following scoring weighting method:

wsfl(x) = 1 − sfl(x)
∑L

l=1 sfl(x)
, (6)

which includes all scoring functions obtained for each classifier from EoC.
Figure 1 shows how to calculate the object’s score function for a linear

dichotomic classifier and two cluster centroids. A solid red line marks the deci-
sion boundary of the base linear classifier Ψl constructed for the selected class
cluster combination – Cω1 and Cω2 . Blue points are cluster centroids. The sum
of the dashed sections indicates the value of the score function for the tested
object x. The red dashed line – the distance to decision boundary ‖ψl(x)‖, the
blue dashed line – the distance to cluster centroids determined by the Manhattan
metric d1 and d2.

ψ
l (x)

Cω1

d1

Cω2
d2

x

Fig. 1. Schema for calculating of the score function for the object x.
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Algorithm 1: Clustering and Weighted Scoring in Geometric Space algo-
rithm – for binary problem
Input: Learning set D, Number of clusters K – equal in each class label, object

x
Output: The ensemble classifier decision

1 Cluster D into K clusters label using the K-means clustering procedure
separately for each class. The final cluster combination equals L = 2 ∗ K for
the binary problem.

2 Find the cluster centroids Cω1
1 , . . . , Cω1

K , Cω2
1 , . . . , Cω2

K as the means of the
points in the respective clusters.

3 Train base classifier Ψ1, . . . , ΨL using each combination of clusters from different
class labels.

4 Calculate weighted scoring functions for the object x:

wsfl(x) = 1 − sfl(x)
∑L

l=1 sfl(x)
,

where

sfl(x) = ‖ψl(x)‖ +
2∑

c=1

dc.

5 The ensemble classifier decision:

ΨCWS(x) = sign

(
L∑

l=1

wsfl(x)Ψl(x)

)

,

where Ψ(x) is the prediction returned by base classifier Ψ(x) ∈ {−1, 1}.

Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode of the proposed approach to EoC with
clustering and weighted scoring in the geometric space. In addition, Algorithm 1
concerns the dichotomous division of the learning set into class labels. These
types of highly imbalanced datasets were used in the experimental research.

3 Experiments Set-Up

The experimental evaluation conducted for the needs of verification of the
method proposed in the following work was based of 30 highly imbalanced
datasets contained in the keel repository [3]. Datasets selected for the study
are characterized by an imbalance ratio (the proportion between minority and
majority class) ranging from 1:9 up to 1:40. Besides, due to the preliminary
nature of the conducted research, the pool of datasets includes only binary clas-
sification problems.

The basis of the used division methodology was Stratified K-Fold Crossval-
idation with k = 5, necessary to ensure the presence of minority class patterns
in each of the analyzed training subsets. Statistical tests, for both pair and
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rank tests, were carried out using the Wilcoxon test with the significance level
α = 0.05 [4].

The analysis was conducted following the four classification approaches:

– (svc) Support Vector Machine—the base experimental model with the scaled
gamma and linear kernel [21].

– (cws) Clustering and Weighted Scoring—EoC with the pool diversified by
pairs of clusters and integrated geometrically by the rules introduced in
Sect. 2.

– (cmv) Clustering and Majority Vote—EoC identical with cws but integrated
using the majority vote [24].

– (csa) Clustering and Support Accumulation—EoC identical with cws and
cmv but integrated using the support accumulation rule [27].

In the construction of each EoC, in order to limit the number of the presented
tables and readability of the analysis, each time we construct the ensemble by
dividing classes into two clusters, thus building a pool of four members. In the
case of data as strongly imbalanced as those from the selected databases, often
only a few (literally four or five) minority class objects remain in a single fold
so that a more substantial number would treat almost every minority object as
a separate cluster.

The whole experimental evaluation was performed in Python, using the
scikit-learn api [20] to implement the cws method and is publicly available on
the git repository1. As metrics for the conducted analysis, due to the imbalanced
nature of the classification problem, three aggregate measures (balanced accuracy
score, F1-score, and G-mean) and three base measures constituting their calcu-
lation (precision, recall, and specificity) were applied, using their implementation
included in the stream-learn package [17].

4 Experimental Evaluation

For the readability of the analysis, the full results of the experiment, along with
the presentation of the relation between the algorithms resulting from the con-
ducted paired tests, are presented only for the balanced accuracy score (Table 1)
and recall (Table 2) metrics.

As may be observed, for aggregate metrics (results are consistent for both
balanced accuracy and G-mean, only in F1-score presenting a slightly smaller
scale of differences) the use of majority voting (cmv) for EoC diversified with
clustering, often leads to deterioration of the classification quality even concern-
ing a single base classifier. Integration by support accumulation (csa) performs
slightly better, due to taking into consideration the certainty (support) of the
decisions of each classifier but ignoring their areas of competence. The use of

1 https://github.com/w4k2/geometric-integration.

https://github.com/w4k2/geometric-integration
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Table 1. Results achieved by the analyzed method for the balanced accuracy score
metric.

1 2 3 4

Dataset IR SVC CWS CMV CSA

glass-0-4-vs-5 1:9 0.738± 0.160 0.938± 0.125 0.696± 0.247 0.856± 0.174

− 3 − 3

ecoli-0-1-4-7-vs-5-6 1:12 0.867± 0.076 0.839± 0.060 0.713± 0.063 0.856± 0.025

3 3 − 3

ecoli-0-6-7-vs-5 1:10 0.890± 0.103 0.915± 0.061 0.710± 0.056 0.882± 0.108

− 3 − −
ecoli-0-1-vs-2-3-5 1:9 0.880± 0.083 0.871± 0.115 0.692± 0.086 0.780± 0.142

− − − −
ecoli-0-3-4-6-vs-5 1:9 0.845± 0.118 0.890± 0.085 0.720± 0.081 0.879± 0.092

− 3 − −
yeast-0-3-5-9-vs-7-8 1:9 0.537± 0.081 0.597± 0.129 0.549± 0.078 0.539± 0.080

− − − −
ecoli4 1:16 0.570± 0.140 0.753± 0.088 0.619± 0.149 0.500± 0.000

− 1,4 − −
ecoli-0-1-4-7-vs-2-3-5-6 1:11 0.796± 0.120 0.790± 0.098 0.666± 0.130 0.756± 0.085

− − − −
ecoli-0-3-4-7-vs-5-6 1:9 0.766± 0.097 0.744± 0.114 0.829± 0.057 0.779± 0.139

− − − −
shuttle-c2-vs-c4 1:20 1.000± 0.000 1.000± 0.000 0.756± 0.026 1.000± 0.000

3 3 − 3

yeast-2-vs-8 1:23 0.774± 0.120 0.774± 0.120 0.600± 0.093 0.650± 0.093

− − − −
ecoli-0-4-6-vs-5 1:9 0.839± 0.118 0.867± 0.070 0.611± 0.103 0.875± 0.093

3 3 − 3

yeast-2-vs-4 1:9 0.667± 0.093 0.693± 0.070 0.634± 0.068 0.627± 0.039

− − − −
ecoli-0-6-7-vs-3-5 1:9 0.853± 0.077 0.835± 0.101 0.728± 0.185 0.807± 0.102

− − − −
ecoli-0-1-4-6-vs-5 1:13 0.829± 0.125 0.863± 0.077 0.631± 0.143 0.829± 0.063

− 3 − −
ecoli-0-2-3-4-vs-5 1:9 0.875± 0.75 0.859± 0.119 0.745± 0.100 0.804± 0.129

3 − − −
glass-0-6-vs-5 1:11 0.639± 0.195 0.924± 0.103 0.744± 0.186 0.766± 0.113

− − − −
ecoli-0-2-6-7-vs-3-5 1:9 0.860± 0.115 0.833± 0.092 0.628± 0.079 0.785± 0.123

3 3 − −
(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

1 2 3 4

Dataset IR SVC CWS CMV CSA

ecoli-0-3-4-vs-5 1:9 0.822± 0.123 0.886± 0.090 0.761± 0.143 0.911± 0.055

3 3 − 3

glass4 1:15 0.554± 0.093 0.914± 0.071 0.640± 0.124 0.568± 0.139

− all − −
glass5 1:23 0.544± 0.087 0.882± 0.121 0.704± 0.188 0.737± 0.162

− − − −
glass-0-1-5-vs-2 1:9 0.500± 0.000 0.500± 0.000 0.601± 0.159 0.507± 0.086

− − − −
yeast-0-2-5-6-vs-3-7-8-9 1:9 0.509± 0.021 0.581± 0.101 0.532± 0.066 0.504± 0.010

− − − −
yeast3 1:8 0.630± 0.035 0.500± 0.042 0.632± 0.050 0.701± 0.045

2 − − all

ecoli-0-1-vs-5 1:11 0.880± 0.093 0.932± 0.061 0.895± 0.123 0.864± 0.090

− − − −
shuttle-c0-vs-c4 1:14 1.000± 0.000 1.000± 0.000 0.785± 0.030 0.992± 0.090

3 3 − 3

yeast6 1:41 0.500± 0.000 0.528± 0.055 0.500± 0.000 0.500± 0.000

− − − −
yeast4 1:28 0.500± 0.000 0.510± 0.020 0.500± 0.000 0.500± 0.000

− − − −
yeast-0-2-5-7-9-vs-3-6-8 1:9 0.704± 0.099 0.840± 0.158 0.669± 0.072 0.578± 0.067

4 4 4 −
vowel0 1:10 0.767± 0.119 0.719± 0.129 0.786± 0.079 0.787± 0.079

− − − −

areas of competence present in the cws method allows for substantial improve-
ment in classification results, often leading to a statistically significant advantage.
The primary source of advantage in results is a significant improvement in the
recall metric in this approach.

These observations become even clearer when we look at the results of the
ranking tests presented in Table 3. In the case of balanced accuracy and G-mean,
the cws method is statistically significantly better than in all other cases. For the
F1-score metric, despite the numerical advantage, the statistical significance of
the base method disappears, which is due to the symmetry of the F1-score metric
relative to problem classes, which accepts the equal cost of a wrong decision to
the minority and majority class.
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Table 2. Results achieved by the analyzed method for the recall metric.

1 2 3 4

Dataset IR SVC CWS CMV CSA

glass-0-4-vs-5 1:9 0.600± 0.374 1.000± 0.0 0.500± 0.447 0.800± 0.244

− − − −
ecoli-0-1-4-7-vs-5-6 1:12 0.800± 0.178 0.760± 0.80 0.680± 0.097 0.800± 0.000

− − − −
ecoli-0-6-7-vs-5 1:10 0.800± 0.187 0.900± 0.122 0.450± 0.100 0.800± 0.187

− 3 − −
ecoli-0-1-vs-2-3-5 1:9 0.800± 0.178 0.760± 0.233 0.430± 0.218 0.620± 0.271

− − − −
ecoli-0-3-4-6-vs-5 1:9 0.750± 0.273 0.850± 0.200 0.500± 0.158 0.850± 0.200

− − − −
yeast-0-3-5-9-vs-7-8 1:9 0.080± 0.160 0.200± 0.252 0.100± 0.154 0.080± 0.160

− − − −
ecoli4 1:16 0.150± 0.300 0.550± 0.244 0.250± 0.316 0.000± 0.000

− 1,4 − −
ecoli-0-1-4-7-vs-2-3-5-6 1:11 0.687± 0.289 0.720± 0.231 0.540± 0.257 0.680± 0.263

− − − −
ecoli-0-3-4-7-vs-5-6 1:9 0.640± 0.265 0.600± 0.219 0.840± 0.79 0.680± 0.271

− − − −
shuttle-c2-vs-c4 1:20 1.000± 0.000 1.000± 0.000 1.000± 0.000 1.000± 0.000

− − − −
yeast-2-vs-8 1:23 0.550± 0.244 0.550± 0.244 0.200± 0.187 0.300± 0.187

− − − −
ecoli-0-4-6-vs-5 1:9 0.750± 0.273 0.800± 0.187 0.300± 0.187 0.850± 0.200

− 3 − 3

yeast-2-vs-4 1:9 0.335± 0.186 0.396± 0.146 0.276± 0.149 0.256± 0.83

− − − −
ecoli-0-6-7-vs-3-5 1:9 0.740± 0.146 0.780± 0.203 0.490± 0.361 0.640± 0.185

− − − −
ecoli-0-1-4-6-vs-5 1:13 0.700± 0.244 0.850± 0.200 0.350± 0.339 0.850± 0.200

− − − −
ecoli-0-2-3-4-vs-5 1:9 0.800± 0.187 0.900± 0.122 0.600± 0.200 0.850± 0.122

3 − − −
glass-0-6-vs-5 1:11 0.300± 0.399 0.900± 0.200 0.600± 0.374 0.800± 0.244

− − − −
ecoli-0-2-6-7-vs-3-5 1:9 0.760± 0.224 0.770± 0.203 0.310± 0.215 0.610± 0.261

3 − − −
ecoli-0-3-4-vs-5 1:9 0.800± 0.187 0.900± 0.122 0.650± 0.254 0.900± 0.122

− − − −
(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)

1 2 3 4

Dataset IR SVC CWS CMV CSA

glass4 1:15 0.233± 0.200 0.933± 0.133 0.300± 0.266 0.200± 0.266

− all − −
glass5 1:23 0.200± 0.400 0.900± 0.200 0.500± 0.316 0.600± 0.374

− − − −
glass-0-1-5-vs-2 1:9 0.000± 0.000 0.000± 0.000 0.633± 0.335 0.633± 0.335

− − − −
yeast-0-2-5-6-vs-3-7-8-9 1:9 0.031± 0.40 0.197± 0.252 0.074± 0.147 0.011± 0.21

− − − −
yeast3 1:8 0.264± 0.69 0.190± 0.69 0.412± 0.104 0.430± 0.85

− − 1 1,2

ecoli-0-1-vs-5 1:11 0.800± 0.187 0.900± 0.122 0.800± 0.244 0.750± 0.158

− − − −
shuttle-c0-vs-c4 1:14 1.000± 0.000 1.000± 0.000 0.661± 0.179 0.984± 0.19

− − − −
yeast6 1:41 0.000± 0.000 0.057± 0.114 0.000± 0.000 0.000± 0.000

− − − −
yeast4 1:28 0.000± 0.000 0.020± 0.400 0.000± 0.000 0.000± 0.000

− − − −
yeast-0-2-5-7-9-vs-3-6-8 1:9 0.421± 0.189 0.711± 0.310 0.351± 0.135 0.160± 0.135

4 4 4 −
vowel0 1:10 0.589± 0.284 0.489± 0.288 0.611± 0.185 0.600± 0.183

− − − −

Table 3. Results for mean ranks achieved by analyzed methods with all metrics
included in the evaluation.

1 2 3 4

Metric svc cws cmv csa

Balanced accuracy 2.500 3.250 1.867 2.383

− all − −
F1-score 2.733 3.217 1.767 2.283

3 3,4 − −
G-mean 2.467 3.283 1.900 2.350

− all − −
Precision 3.000 2.783 1.900 2.317

3,4 3 − −
Recall 2.333 3.350 1.917 2.400

− all − −
Specificity 2.817 2.017 2.533 2.633

2 − − −
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The design of the recognition algorithm dedicated to imbalanced data is
almost always based on the calibration of factors measurable by the base clas-
sification metrics. As in the case of the cws method, we try to increase the
recall so that the inevitable reduction of precision or specificity will further give
us a significant statistical advantage in the chosen aggregate metric, selected to
define the cost of the incorrect classification that is relevant to us. In this case,
the cws method turns out to be much better than the other methods of EoC
integration with a pool diversified by clusters and allows a statistically significant
improvement of the base method in the case of highly imbalanced data.

5 Conclusions

This paper presented a new clustering and weighted scoring algorithm dedicated
to constructing EoC. We proposed that the scoring function should take into
account the distance from the decision boundary of each base classifier and the
cluster centroids necessary to learn this classifier. In the proposed weighting
scoring function the distance to the decision boundary and sum of the distances
to the centroids have the same weight. The proposed approach applies to imbal-
anced datasets because each cluster centroid can be calculated regardless of the
number of objects in this cluster.

Comprehensive experiments are presented on thirty examples of highly imbal-
anced datasets. The obtained results show that the proposed algorithm is better
than other algorithms in the context of statistical tests and some performance
measures. In particular, in the case of the balanced accuracy and G-mean classi-
fication measures, the proposed in this paper method is statistically significantly
better than all others methods used in the experiments.

A possible future work is to be considered: other distance measures to calcu-
late the distance to cluster centroids, the impact of the use of heterogeneous base
classifiers in the proposed method of building EoC or another scoring weighting
method. In particular, we suggest that the distance from the decision bound-
ary can be scaled or weighting factors regarding the distance of the object from
the decision boundary and the distance from the cluster centroids can be intro-
duced. Additionally, we can assign weights for cluster centroids depending on
the number of objects that were used to determine these centroids.
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